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The popular Android emulator NoxPlayer has released version 6.2.2.0 with an additional Android 7.1.2 emulation mode in NoxPlayer Multi-Drive, but many people have trouble finding it - because by default, NoxPlayer is Android 4.0 and you don't update NoxPlayer through the Android emulator itself. To launch NoxPlayer in the latest Android 7.1.2 emulation, you need to create a
new state emulator for NoxPlayer through the Multi-Drive app. This Appual guide will show you how to update NoxPlayer for Android 7.NoxPlayer running in Android 7.1.2Navigate's folder, where Nox.exe is installed (e.g. C: Program Files (x86) At the bottom of the multi-copy Manager Nox click Add emulator. Add Android 7.1.2 Nougat in NoxPlayerChoose New Emulator-
Android7.1.2 (beta) It will go through the download process, just wait until it is done. that's the new emulator. Set up a new emulator state to the best settings. Now you run NoxPlayer in Android 7 Nouga to emulate the state by clicking the Play button. From now on, you have to run this emulator state through a multi-disc application, because the launch of Nox.exe will launch the
default Android 4 version of NoxPlayer.How to eradicate NoxPlayerTo Root NoxPlayer in its Android 7 Nougat emulation state, you just need to press the system setting button at the top of the NoxPlayer window emulator, and then go to the general settings of the NoxPlayer and then Root will not be able to restart NoxPlayer. but you can install Xposed.If you find that apps often
fail when you run, or flicker in browsers, try to change the default NoxPlayer screen settings from tablet (Landscape) to Portrait (Mobile). NoxPlayer changes OpenGL to DirectX.If you get low FPS in games like Bullet Power Multiplayer and Fight Reboot, try changing the graphics from compatible (OpenGL) to speed (DirectX), and customize the FPS slider to 60.Bullet Force
Multiplayer ran in the NoxPlayer Android emulator. To play multiplayer LAN games, you'll need to customize Bridge Connection in the settings of the zgt; properties to include the Bridge Network Connection. 1 6.5.0.3 379MB 1 6.5.0.3 376.07MB 1 6.5.0.1 375.82MB 1 6.3.0.7 359.09MB 1 6.2.8.0 591.73 MB 6.2.7.0 323.11MB 1 6.2.6.2 320.61MB 1 6.2.2.0 315.43MB 1 6.2.0.0
304.5MB. After all, it makes it possible to launch all kinds of applications, initially available only for Android-controlled devices. In this regard, developers regularly release new versions of the emulator, which correct previous errors and introduce previously unavailable features. And this one is designed to take a full look at how to update the Nox App Player. We'll also look at the
procedure for changing the Android version for a virtual device in its last section. Click on the six in the new window, in the Essential tab, click on Update.Now click LKM on the Go to download button.Open browser page with the official site of the program.Download the latest version of the program. By clicking the LKM on the Start button.Alternative optionIn certain situations
simply fails to update Knox Player to the newest version. And if you are faced with such a problem, then you will surely be interested in the alternative option of achieving the desired result. And as you can understand from the subtitle, it lies in the complete reinstalling of the program. For this reason, we strongly recommend that the most important things be reserved in advance.
For this purpose, we will need CCleaner (any other one will be suitable, but we will consider the procedure with it). It's all done like this: Open the link in the browser (it leads to the Sickliner's website) and save the proposed file. Click on the CCleaner interface, immediately open the Service tab. To do this: Go back to the CCleaner interface, but this time open the Registry
tab.Here's a click on the option responsible for starting the troubleshooting search. Provide a directory where you'll store for all modified data and agree to save. Everything is done as follows: Open any folder in the Windows Explorer. It remains only to download the current version of the emulation program and install it. Just in case, let's review this procedure: Open the link in any
browser with the preservation of the proposed file and then run it. In fact, you don't need to download anything to do this, it's enough to use the Multi-Drive tool in the emulator. And there are two options available for its use: updating Android on the current version of the emulator and creating a new copy of Knox with the right version of Android. Let's take a closer look at each of
them. In the window you see, click on the icon marked: Now click on the Update button. It remains only to wait for the end of the procedure. Evidence of its success will be the saying inscription You have the latest version, which will appear in the previously appeared small window.Option 2: Create a new copy of the program with the right AndroidMore about this procedure you can
read here. Here we offer you a brief instruction: Start the emulator on your computer/laptop. Click on the blue Add...Choose a suitable version of the OS (the newest is Android 7.1.2, which we recommend it for installation). Nox. nox app player update android version. nox player update android version. nox player update android version mac. cara update android nox player. how
to update nox player to android 5. cara update android di nox player
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